NOTES:

- Gate shown with right hand outswing
- 3" 12GA Galvanized Jamb (Standard)
- 1-3/4" 14GA Galvanized Gate (Standard)
- Detex Trim Handle
- Detex V40 Series Exit Device
- Norton 7500 Parallel Arm Closer
- Heavy Duty McKinney Hinge (X3) (Standard)
- 6" x 12" Base Plate (Other Mounting Options Available)
- 1" Picket with XSpan Infill (Other Infill Options Available)

SECURE SIDE

- Clear Opening: 41 1/2"
- Gate Swing Options:
  - Secure Side
    - Left Hand Outswing
  - Threat Side
    - Right Hand Outswing

MOUNTING OPTIONS:

- Mounting Options:
  - Direct Bury (36" Depth)
  - Flanged
  - Plated
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DOCUMENT ID EXODUS GATE
SIZE 1/18 SHEET 1 OF 3
SCALE 1:18
CONFURATION Default
LEGACY ID
HARDWARE OPTIONS:

SET 1:
DETEX V40 EXIT DEVICE
SECURITECH ELECTRIFIED TRIM HANDLE
NORTON 7500 PARALLEL ARM CLOSER

SET 2:
DETEX V40 EXIT DEVICE
DETEX NARROW STYLE TRIM HANDLE
NORTON 7500 PARALLEL ARM CLOSER

SET 3:
VON DUPRIN 99 SERIES EXIT DEVICE
ROCKWOOD VRT16 PULL HANDLE
NORTON 7500 PARALLEL ARM CLOSER

SET 4:
VON DUPRIN 99 SERIES EXIT DEVICE
ROCKWOOD VRT16 PULL HANDLE
LCN 4040XPSRI PARALLEL ARM CLOSER
FOR CALIFORNIA BUILDING CODES (CBC)
ADD "C", EXAMPLE: 4C

SET 5:
VON DUPRIN 99 SERIES EXIT DEVICE
VON DUPRIN 996 TRIM HANDLE
LCN 4040XPSRI PARALLEL ARM CLOSER
FOR CALIFORNIA BUILDING CODES (CBC)
ADD "C", EXAMPLE: 5C

SET 6:
VON DUPRIN 99 SERIES EXIT DEVICE
VON DUPRIN E996L ELECTRIC TRIM HANDLE
LCN 4040XPSRI PARALLEL ARM CLOSER
FOR CALIFORNIA BUILDING CODES (CBC)
ADD "C", EXAMPLE: 6C

SET 7:
DETEX V40 EXIT DEVICE
SIMPLEX DIGITAL LOCK WITH TRIM HANDLE
NORTON 7500 PARALLEL ARM CLOSER

SET 8:
SARGENT 8200 MORTISE LOCK
NORTON 7500 PARALLEL ARM CLOSER

SET 9:
DETEX V40 EXIT DEVICE WITH ALARM
DETEX NARROW STYLE TRIM HANDLE
NORTON 7500 PARALLEL ARM CLOSER

SET 10:
DETEX V40 EXIT DEVICE WITH ALARM
SECURITECH ELECTRIFIED TRIM HANDLE
NORTON 7500 PARALLEL ARM CLOSER

SET 11:
DETEX V40 EXIT DEVICE WITH ALARM
ROCKWOOD VRT16 PULL HANDLE
NORTON 7500 PARALLEL ARM CLOSER

SET 12:
DETEX A40 (3 AMP REQUEST TO EXIT SWITCH) EXIT DEVICE
DETEX EU2W ELECTRIC TRIM HANDLE
NORTON 7500 PARALLEL ARM CLOSER